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How important is sleep to you? 
I usually wake up about 4:30am, lay in bed a little extra and 
leap out of bed about 5am.  I get myself ready for the day so 
that when  6:30am comes around I can be ready to help my 
son get himself ready for school.  Not to mention my 
toddler who is also an early bird and demands attention. My 
sleep has been terrible since I had my daughter in 2019. Ive 
come to work with an hour of sleep and go about the day 
like I had a full nights rest.  I get home from work and mom 
hat goes back on.  Kids are usually in bed by 8:30-9pm I 
debate, do I go to bed or spend some alone “ME” time? 
“ME” time always wins, wine is usually included with that 
option. So, I am ready to make the necessary changes and 
adjustments to allow that good nights sleep to really 
happen. Please join me this month so that more of us can 
finally have restful and much needed slumber. 

According to Research 

Most people wake up and go straight to the cup of coffee.  
They go about their day without a mention  of how lousy of 

Supplements of the Month 15% off 1

Sleep & Adrenal 

Sleep & Adrenal Support is 
specially formulated to help 
patients sleep comfortably 
without the next-day 
drowsiness and addictive side 
effects.* contains 7 slumber-
supporting ingredients, 
including Melatonin, 5-HTP, L-
Theanine, DHEA, 
Pregnenolone, Adrenal 
Complex and Tyrosine. 

Insomnitol 

Great tasting, lemon-flavored 
tablets formulated to support 
quality sleep and to promote 
the calming of brain activity. 
The product features 
melatonin, a multifunctional 
hormone involved in the 
circadian (day/night) biological 
rhythms, and 5-HTP, a 
precursor to the 
neurotransmitter serotonin. 
These tablets also contain 
vitamin B6, inositol and L-
theanine for additional help in 
supporting the body’s natural 
ability to fall asleep and stay 
asleep.
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a sleep pattern they have. This is day in and day out without 
making adjustments to improve their sleep and bedtime 
routines. In result, the poor sleep cycle continues. 

The lack of sleep leads us to other side effects. Tiredness, 
headaches, irritability, focus, work performance and as 
simple as completing daily tasks.  The key to avoiding some 
or most of these side effects is to give, allow or reward 
yourself with a good nights rest.  Adults 18-64 should be 
sleeping 7-9 hours ( hahaha right?) 65 and older should be 
sleeping 7-8 hours per night.  

Did you know that there are simple habits, practices and 
routines that improve our sleep quality and help our 
overall health? 

A simple adjustment to your bedroom temperature , 
minimizing noise and light into your room while you sleep 
can play a huge part.  Light will shut down the production 
of melatonin delaying sleep.  Avoiding alcohol and coffee 
before bedtime.  Having a supportive pillow and a comfy 
mattress not to mention  the cool comfortable sheets go a 
long way. 

By Lorena Garcia 

Covid Corner: 

As there is a lot of new information that is constantly being updated 
and coming out we want to provide you with ongoing updates with 
current facts and information.  This will be led by Dr. Vose who will be 
providing us with a monthly video update on what is new and what you 
need to know this month. 

Please click on the link below for a  Covid update courtesy of Dr. Vose

Supplements of the Month 15% off 2

Acti-Mag Plus 

It is a magnesium formulation 
specifically designed to support 
the body's natural relaxation 
response and optimize energy 
levels.

Fun Fact’s about Sleep 
*Sleep deprivation will kill you 
more quickly than food 
deprivation 

*Humans are the only mammals 
that willingly delay sleep

*The average person can survive 
2 weeks without H2O but only 
10 days without sleep

*When you don’t sleep, you’re 
likely to be hungrier as levels of 
leptin, an appetite-regulating 
hormone , decrease.

*You can lose over a pound of 
weight while you sleep from 
exhaling and calories burned

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=226Vc_6e1F4
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